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Abstract
Opus West Construction Corporation is a design/build construction company located in
Phoenix, Arizona. Being in the design/build field, Opus is involved in all aspects of the
construction process from beginning to end. After the completion of a construction project,
certain closeout procedures must be followed. Originally, a set closeout process was not
implemented by the company which caused great confusion and hours wasted.
To fix this problem, master documents were created to help improve organization and
time management. Microsoft Project, a scheduling software, was used along with Excel to create
a set of files which can be applied to other multi-family projects. Additionally, a compilation of
all documents related to the venture were put together to form an “autopsy report” which
includes everything about the project throughout the construction and closeout processes.
Opus West Construction Corporation will be able to implement these files onto future
projects. This will save both time and money and help the closeout process run smoother and
more efficient.
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Background Information about the Company
Opus West Construction Corporation is a design/build company located on the west coast
of the United States with a main office in Phoenix, Arizona. Established in the 1950s, Opus
West has done very well and has grown to the successful business it is today. As a design/build
firm, Opus is involved with all aspects of the construction process. This includes working with
engineers, architects, interior designers, and many subcontractors. Opus mostly works on the
construction of industrial office buildings but has recently branched out into the multi-family
senior living division. They have also expanded to projects outside of their main office cities to
places such as Tucson, Arizona.

General Information about the Construction Project
The most recent endeavor Opus West has encountered is Hermosa Village Senior Living
located in Tucson, Arizona. The project team included Chad Buck, Tony Quach, Brady Wasem,
Tom Lindsay, Zoltan Mehes, Brandee Millsap, and Jessica Hennis. Hermosa Village is a
267,010 square foot two and three-story type-5 multi-family senior housing apartment complex.
Located on the southeast corner of Speedway and Wilmot, it is situated in the city surrounded by
various commercial and retail developments. Hermosa Village is comprised of 205 residential
apartment units with standard finishes including granite countertops, hardwood cabinetry, faux
wood vinyl flooring in kitchen areas, upgraded brushed nickel light fixtures, a two-tone paint
scheme, and stainless steel appliances. All apartment units are accessed by internal, air
conditioned corridors. Hermosa Village also includes an attached two-story common area
building which includes a main dining room, bistro, theatre, salon, treatment spa, exercise /
dance room, prime fit and brain fit areas, crafts room, chapel, library, saloon / bar, and a games
room. There are also two spacious courtyards situated in the open spaces with a pool and spa as
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well as beautiful landscape, two water features, one putting green, and various shade structures.
The exterior of the building is painted 1-coat stucco finish with operable aluminum windows and
sliding glass doors at each apartment unit balcony. The roofing system is a combination of
pitched concrete tile roofs and flat built-up roofing at all mechanical wells.
Earthwork and site utility permits were issued on May 7, 2007 with the overall building
permit being issued on July 3, 2007. Construction reached substantial completion on October 7,
2008. Property management training and interior design installation were completed during the
month of October and residents began to occupy the building on November 1, 2008.
On the following attached pages are various architectural plans which help show the
layout of the construction project. These sheets include a site plan (Figure 1), first floor plan
(Figure 2), and exterior elevations (Figure 3).
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Figure 1: Site Plan
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Figure 2: First Floor Plan
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Figure 3: Exterior Elevations
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Problem Description
As with any construction project, numerous issues must be addressed before the end of
the close-out process. The biggest problem which must be solved for Hermosa Village towards
the conclusion of the project is the punch and closeout process. The main difficulty with this is
the coordination of the Phoenix office with subcontractors, architects, and engineers both in
Phoenix and Tucson as well as the actual construction jobsite. With companies in different
locations, good communication and organization will be extremely important.
The first task that must be completed is the procurement and coordination of warranty
letters, ownership and maintenance manuals, and surplus materials with all of the subcontractors.
Once that is complete, the construction and ownership punch processes must be done. This
entails making sure each apartment unit is thoroughly inspected and ready for ownership
turnover. Finally, the transition from a construction managed project to an ownership managed
project will occur. In the past, Opus has not had a set process for performing these tasks which
is why it is such a big problem. Each time the end of a project approaches, the project managers
must come up with a new way to perform the needed tasks. In order to fix this, files must be
placed on the main computer drive which will include all the documents and Excel sheets used.
This will make the process more efficient in the future and will create consistency in all Opus
offices.
In order to solve these multiple tasks, organization and communication will be a key
component. Regularly scheduled meetings with all the project managers, superintendents, and
members of ownership will need to be implemented in order to discuss expectations, goal dates,
and progress reports. This way, everyone knows what needs to be done and of important dates
and deadlines. On past Opus West projects, problems have occurred due to not having consistent
documentation on the jobsite and in the office.
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Problem Solution
First, in order to stay organized, the preliminary Microsoft Project schedule used by Opus
West was modified to include more details with additional due dates and construction
milestones. This helped during weekly construction meetings because all subcontractors as well
as the Opus team knew the key dates approaching and what needed to be done in order to meet
these deadlines. This was also useful when providing proof that deadlines were not met by
certain subcontractors who all received and agreed upon a copy of the updated schedule weekly.
Also during the construction meetings, if a date was not going to be met due to backup by
another subcontractor, the dates were able to be pushed back accordingly without confusion.
Another positive that became because of this schedule was the organization between the main
Phoenix office and the job site in Tucson. This made it possible for the head project manager to
miss meetings and communicate over the phone which saved valuable time that would have been
taken up by driving. A copy of this Microsoft Project schedule can be seen below (Figure 8).
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Figure 4: Microsoft Project Schedule
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The next part of the project was the procurement and coordination of warranty letters,
ownership and maintenance manuals, and surplus materials from all the subcontractors. This
was a big task, mostly dealing with organization and customer service. It became noted that
many times it is necessary to threat to withhold payment if materials are not given in a timely
manner. After items were delivered to the Phoenix office they were organized by both
subcontractor and scope of work. They were then packaged and shipped to the owners’ office
and to the jobsite.
Once this step is complete, the construction and ownership punch processes must be
done. This entails inspecting each apartment unit and making sure it is ready for ownership
turnover. In order to make a more efficient way of keeping track of information, an Excel
spreadsheet was made to include all rooms in each unit. Each member of the Opus team,
including office workers and superintendents, had a copy of this Excel document and would
walk through each unit and make comments on items that needed to be fixed or looked at before
ownership turnover. At the end of each day the associate project manager or project
management intern would compile all the comments on the computer spreadsheet and distribute
it to the subcontractors who needed to do additional work. These subcontractors would then
follow a sequencing schedule and the entire process would be repeated an additional time. This
would ensure that the apartment units were ready for residents to move in. This method was
more proficient than the previous process and improved the overall punch list procedure and
reduced time which improved the schedule. A small portion of this Excel document can be seen
in Figure 9 below.

Figure 5: Construction Punch list Excel Sheet (next page)
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Unit
#

1201

1202

1203

1204

1205

Unit
Type

B2

B2

B1

B2

B2

Kitchen
2 dings in
cabinet;
replace
microwave
door; clean
laundry room
and align W/D
3 cabinet
dings; ding in
louver door;
clean laundry
room and
align W/D
3 cabinet
dings; touchup
at cab soffit;
scratch on
microwave; at
entry paint
flashing, 2
rought stops;
clean laundry
room and
align W/D
7 cabinet
dings; Corner
of vinyl (left of
oven) - stuff
stuck to the
floor; piece of
vinyl missing
in right corner
of kitchen
(right of oven);
at laundry
door, chipped
at the top
(door and
paint)
Laundry door Paint touchup
at the bottom
stian at carpet
under island;
sink base has
epoxy; cabinet
ding on door;
Paint touch-up
on wall; clean
laundry room

Washer/
Dryer

Living

Ext.
Patio

Lathe
coming
thru at
patio

M
str Bed

Mstr Closet

Mstr Bath

Guest Bed

Guest Bath

outlet upside
down

caulk underneath
cabinet

carpet stain

caulk between base and cabinet at
area between toilet and cabinet; fix
ding incabinet; caulk underneath
cabinet; touch-up in linen closet

Paint touch-up at
entry door

Clean up paint and
drywall in
closet;caulk
underneath
cabinet.

loosen cabinet drawer
track

caulk between base and cabinet at
area between toilet and cabinet; fix
ding in cabinet; caulk underneath
cabinet; fix
drawer track

small window
blinds broken; 4
stains on carpet;
door rubs
against hinges;
paint on wall;
paint outside of
door; fix window
shade.

ding in cabinet;
door rubs against
hinges;caulk
underneath cabinet

2 dings on
laundry
door

Chip in outside
of the door; 2
scratches on
inside of door

slider
casing
needs to be
tightened

outside of door
needs paint

Paint touchup on
closet door
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caulk underneath cabinet

caulk underneath
cabinet; 2 paint
touchups on door

Paint on carpet

caulk between base and cabinet at
area between toilet and cabinet; fix
ding in cabinet; caulk underneath
cabinet;
scratches on inside of the door

caulk underneath
cabinet

outside of door casing
needs paint; door
needs paint

caulk between base and cabinet at
area between toilet and cabinet; fix
ding in cabinet; caulk underneath
cabinet

1207

1208

1209

1210

1211

1212

B2

B2

B2

B2

B1

B2

1 cabinet ding,
near
coutertops; 1
clean-up paint
above cabinet;
loose hinge at
sink base
cabinet; clean
laundry room
and align W/D
Dent in
microwave; 3
cabinet dings;
clean laundry
room and
align W/D
3 cabinet
dings; 2 paint
touch-ups
outside of
laundry wal;
clean laundry
room and
align W/D
5 cabinet
dings; paint
touch-ups
outside
laundry wall;
clean laundry
room and
align W/D
9 dings in
cabinets;
clean laundry
room and
align W/D;
adjust louver
door (doesn't
close
properly)
10 dings in
cabinets;
clean laundry
room and
align W/D;
adjust louver
door - doesn't
close properly

inside of door
needs paint;
closet door nick
in paint

carpet stain
in dining

stain in carpet
neart bathroom

stain in carpet

Paint touchup on entry
door frame

door frame needs
paint (in jamb); door
needs paint and
casing around it.

caulk between base and cabinet at
area
between toilet and cabinet; fix ding
in
cabinet; caulk underneath cabinet

cracked window glass

caulk between base and cabinet at
area
between toilet and cabinet; fix ding
in
cabinet; caulk underneath cabinet;
tub
fixture leaks
caulk underneath cabinet; tub
fixture leaks;
caulk between base and cabinet at
area
between toilet and cabinet.

sink drain lever not
connected; caulk
underneath cabinet

stain in carpet near
entry door

caulk between base and cabinet at
area
between toilet and cabinet; fix ding
in
cabinet; caulk underneath cabinet;
fix water damage underneath sink;
tub fixture leaks
(make sure not leaking in wall)

ding in linen closet
door; caulk
underneath cabinet

Vacuum room; caulk
around fire horn/
drywall repai

caulk underneath cabinet;

caulk underneath
cabinet; tighten
linen closet door
hinge bracket.

Vacuum room; caulk
around fire horn/
drywall repairr; crack
in window glass.

caulk between base and cabinet at
area
between toilet and cabinet; fix ding
in
cabinet; tub faucet not working;
caulk
underneath cabinet; dings in door
frame;
dings in cabinets

sink faucet leaks;
check tub fixture for
leak; caulk
underneath
cabinet; caulk
underneath cabinet
caulk underneath
cabinet

carpet lines
visible in
living, near
door

stain in carpet

paint touchup near
patio SGD

3 dings/ touchups in door
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1214

1215

1216

1217

1218

B2

B2

A2

A2

B2

straighen
counter/
cabinets
between
fridge and
stove; level
and straighten
stove; 2 dings
in cabinet;
clean laundry
room and
align W/D
entry door
squeaks; ding
on microwave;
2 cabinet
dings; adjust
pendant
height; paint
touch-up at
pantry jamb;
dining - 2
paint toughups; clean
laundry room
and align W/D
level/ adjust
gap of cabinet
doors at sink
base; ding on
jam on entry
door; clean
laundry room
Fridge has
dent on side
(re-use in
another units;
clean plumber
putty out of
sink; clean
laundry room
dishwasher
won't latch;
paint cut in at
cabinet soffit;
3 caulking
issues at floor
near pantry;
adjust ceiling
pendant

; caulk underneath
cabinet

2 touch-up
scratches
on wall; 1
drywall
paint/
drywall
patch near
slider

outside of door
paint chips; spot
that needs
texture;
baseboard that
needs paint

handle on door has
paint on it; scratch
on paint near
cabinets; paint on
door; touch-up
paint/ drywall
bathroom.

kitchen
island
needs to be
painted

paint above light
switch; spot on
wall (needs
texture); paint
back of door;
closet door paint

paint touch-up in
cabinets

Screw in
frame at
slider; 2
paint touchups; oil
entry door
(squeaks)

paint on carpet;
paint on closet
light switch; paint
on door

Dining - 5
paint touchups;1 paint
flash, 1
scratch on
wall

moisture/
leak

closet ceiling
paint; door
casing paing
(inside);

replace toilet lever;
shelves in med
cabinet missing;
door hinges too
tight
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caulk between base and cabinet at
area
between toilet and cabinet; fix ding
in
cabinet; caulk underneath cabinet
and paint drywall

door won't latch; paint
on outside of door;
inside of door casing
and paint

caulk between base and cabinet at
area
between toilet and cabinet; fix ding
in
cabinet; caulk underneath cabinet;
tub
fixture leaks; clean paint on light
switches.

caulk between base and cabinet at
area
between toilet and cabinet; fix ding
in
cabinet; caulk underneath cabinet
and paint touch-up

1220

1221

1222

1223

B2

B2

A2

A2

adj hinges
above cab
pantry; 2 cab
dings; 2 paint
touch-ups
(one in
corner); clean
laundry room
squeaky entry
door; ding on
floor; clean
top of
refrigerator;
adj hing above
cabinet
pantry; 1
touch up paint
on w/d door; 2
cabinet dings
Scratch on
microwave;
shorter pantry
door stop
mark on floor
near range
dishwasher fix
(mounted in
place); 5
cabinet dings,
3 paint touchups on door to
washer; paint
touch up
behind fridge;
paint touch-up
at entry;
squeak on
front door
hinges laundry
door paint
touch-up;
clean laundry
room; Sinks
need ot be
caulked and
set.

Squeaky
front door
entry;
Dining - 1
paint touchup

entry door
casing needs
touch-up; paint
scuff in door
bottom and
handle

repaint entire door

Dining area that
needs
texturing
(flat area)

door doesn't
latch

door doesn't latch;
toilet doesn't work;
door paint bubble

ding on
slider
frame;
squeaky
front door
Carpet line
Visible

shelf in closet
needs paint
touch-up

clean carpet
stains; door paint
touch

Add lower shelf;
paint touch-up
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paint bathroom
door

touch up on door;
inside casing paint
bubble; door doesn't
latch; door has paint
marks on front

caulk between base and cabinet at
area
between toilet and cabinet; fix ding
in
cabinet; caulk underneath cabinet

caulk between base and cabinet at
area
between toilet and cabinet; fix ding
in
cabinet; caulk underneath cabinet

Finally, the venture must be passed from a construction managed project to an ownership
managed one. This was a daunting task because, like the other documents and procedures
discussed above, Opus West did not have a set way of doing this. After doing much research,
different closing documents were found and put together. These were then transformed to fit
with the specific Hermosa Village Senior Living project. This however was not enough. For
previous projects, there was not a single document that contained all the information about the
project. If someone wanted to look something up, he/she would have to look in numerous
different locations and would many times not find what he/she was looking for. Because of this,
a single document must be developed to include all the necessary information. After finding
information such as scope, schedule, quality, budget / final cost, elevations and plans, lessons
learned, outline specifications, bid analysis sheets, and a copy of the certificate of occupancy,
this text could be put together. This task was not as simple as it seems however because many of
these parts had to be created from scratch. Previous project did not include everything so at the
beginning of the Hermosa Village planning, the managers did not think they needed all these
documents.
After extensive examination the final “Hermosa Village Autopsy Report” was put
together and will be used as a model by Opus West Construction in future projects. This
document cannot be attached due to confidentiality agreements and due to its extensive length of
173 pages.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, the main problem solved was lack of organization. The Microsoft Project
schedule, Excel files, and Autopsy Report all helped Opus West be more efficient with the
closeout process for the Hermosa Village Senior Living project. Due to the nature of these
documents, project managers can use them as models for many projects in the future.
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